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**Special Outlet Schedule - Wall**

- **Typical Data Work Area Outlet** (ref. spec.) with specified quantity of Data Horizontal Cables (Copper) (Cat6a) (ref. spec.) from nearest TR.
- **Typical Wall Phone Outlet** (ref. spec.) with (1) one Data Horizontal Cable (Copper) (Cat6a) (ref. spec.) from nearest TR.
- **Typical Audio-Visual Outlet** (ref. spec.) with (2) two of Data Horizontal Cables (Copper) (Cat6a) (ref. spec.) from nearest TR and Audio Visual Cable (ref.spec) to ceiling projector.

**Special Outlet Schedule - Ceiling**

- **Typical In-Ceiling Data Outlet** (ref. spec.) with (1) one Data Horizontal Cable (Copper) (Cat6a) (ref. spec.) from nearest TR.
- **Typical In-Ceiling Data Outlet** (ref. spec.) with (2) two Data Horizontal Cables (Copper) (Cat6a) (ref. spec.) from nearest TR.
- **Typical In-Ceiling Data Outlet** (ref. spec.) with specified quantity of Data Horizontal Cables (Copper) (Cat6a) (ref. spec.) from nearest TR.
- **Typical Television Outlet** (ref. spec.) with (1) one Data Horizontal Cables (Copper) (Cat6a) (ref. spec.) and (1) one Coax Cable from nearest TR.

**Special Outlet Schedule - Floor**

- **Typical Audio-Visual Floor Outlet** (ref. spec.) with (2) two of Data Horizontal Cables (Copper) (Cat6a) (ref. spec.) from nearest TR and Audio Visual Cable (ref.spec) to ceiling projector or television.

**Symbols**

- Excluded Area
- Ceiling Demolition
- Outdoor Area
- Area not included in current section - refer to section map and corresponding sheet

**Special Outlet Schedule - Other**

- **Typical Alarm Outlet** (ref. spec.) with specified quantity of Data Horizontal Cable (Copper) (Cat6a) (ref. spec.) from nearest TR.
- **Typical HVAC Outlet** (ref. spec.) with specified quantity of Data Horizontal Cable (Copper) (Cat6a) (ref. spec.) from nearest TR.
- **Typical Intercom Outlet** (ref. spec.) with specified quantity of Data Horizontal Cable (Copper) (Cat6a) (ref. spec.) from nearest TR.
- **Typical Door Access Control Location** (ref. spec.) with (1) one Door Control Cable (Copper) (ref. spec.) from nearest TR (excluding zone enclosures).
*** NO WORK REQUIRED ***
Add BP to existing AV cabinet.

No AV demo in this section. Coordinate with owner.